APIS Primary Term in Review…
Our Highlights from the first half
of Term 1. It may have only been 9 weeks,

Merdeka Celebration
Our Student’s dressed up in
their National Costumes,
and sang the Negaraku

action packed!

but it has been
In
Celebration of the 1st Half of Term 1… We
present you our best

bits from August,
September and October 2016.

A

We had a visit from the British Red Arrows
Team and went Paper Plane Crazy!
The Red Arrows Visit

B

European Day of Languages
We celebrated with a Frozen singalong in 25 languages, and The Year
3’s organised a Bake Sale to raise
money for some new books!
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Some of our favourite moments…

A
B
A

D

C

A – Y1 Gamma –
Ms Vasantha
Our science activity on
living things. Students
were all so excited that
we were going to take a
walk around the school
garden. They were put
in pairs and given a
plastic bag each. They
collected plants, ants
and some small bugs.
It was amazing to
observe them work in
pairs and collect the
living things.

C - Y4 Delta

B – Nursery Class –
Ms Ruby
The Nursery children made
cardboard cars as a recycling
project at the beginning of the
term. This project inspired
children to use, explore and
engage recycled materials in
new and interesting ways. The
nursery children turned their
classroom into a dramatic
area as a driveway and car
park. They also learned about
the different parts of the car
and what each part does and
later presented their new
knowledge to the class.
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This was our first activity
held outdoors and the
students had fun! We
used hula hoops to give
students a concrete
example of division. For
example, students were
given worksheets where
they had to solve 15
divided by 3. They took 3
hula hoops and gathered
15 students. They would
then divide themselves
equally into 3 hoops to
see the Maths concept in
action!

C. Reception 2 –
Ms Bella
My favourite moments are
during Water Play on
Wednesday morning. The
students enjoy developing
their motor skills with
play, and build confidence
in their speech. A great
way for students to
develop while having fun!

B. Lorem ipsum.

(item # XXXX)

$000.00

Y2 Gamma – Ms Geeta
We have been learning how to
write instructions this term. We
wrote a set of instructions along
with a detailed map with
directions (item
to help
everybody
# XXXX)
$000.00
find our classroom in school.

Reception 1 – Ms Suguna
We learned the letter k and the
sound. Students made their
own kite and we took the
opportunity to fly the kite on the
field.
A

Y3 Beta – Ms Nadirah
Year 3 Beta is caring for the
environment! We made bird
feeders and hung them up in
the trees. The students had so
much fun with this exciting
learning experience outside
classroom walls.
D

(item # XXXX)

C. Vestibulum quam.

$000.00

Y2 Beta – Ms Mano
We learned how to write
instructions in English, and had a
great time telling people about our
silly bird! Their task was to create
# XXXX)
$000.00
a bird using(item
their
hand,
and then
give instructions to the class!

Y5 Alpha – Ms Ranjini
This is my favourite moment so
far, as my kids are smiling from
ear to ear after winning the
Class Dojo trophy. They have
been such amazing children.

Y4 Alpha – Ms Usha
This is my favourite moment from
this term. My students surprised
me in the morning, by lining up on
their own and wishing me a Good
Morning! They are such polite and
courteous children.

E
3

(item # XXXX)

$000.00

Y3 Delta – Ms Rebekah
We took the students to the
cooking room for an English
lesson. The topic was ‘Giving
Instructions’ and the kids were to
follow the instructions to make a
sandwich. The students really
(item
# XXXX) $000.00
enjoyed that
moment
and were
so excited.

Y1 Alpha – Ms Gloria
We presented “What Makes a
Good Friend” during
Wednesday assembly. They did
a good job in describing what
makes a good friend!
C

Y2 Alpha – Ms Krishnaveni
Y2 Alpha is really proud of
being the first class to win the
Class Dojo Trophy! We put in a
lot of effort and made
tremendous improvement in
our skills.
F
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Y1 French – Ms Aline

Y2 Delta – Ms Farida

We have been learning about
colours in French which has
brought a lot of fun and joy to the
class. Students were happy to
draw a rainbow, to read French
books and to play with the smart

The students were learning in
English how to write instructions…
so they went to the cooking room
to test them out!

Y5 Beta – Ms Surabhe

Y2 French – Ms Aline

Y5 Music – Ms Felicia

The children learned about
consuming healthy food. They
came up with different types of
sandwiches and prepared them in
class.

This term we have been learning
about stationery! Students got the
opportunity to pretend to be
teachers and stood in front of the
class. We also did a blind test to
guess the stationary.

This was my favourite moment
from music. The year 5’s playing
their keyboards!

Y1 Beta – Ms Mages

Y3 Gamma – Ms Vicky

1Beta learned the parts of plant.
They showed full interest as we
went around the school to observe
and collect parts of different
plants..

Their task was to list down and draw
the living things and non-living
things in their surroundings.
Students would then compare the
characteristics that differentiate
living from non-living things.
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Y3 Alpha – Ms Suba
The students enjoyed playing a
numeracy game entitled ‘Figure
Me Out’ by writing the answers on
their mini white board.

Yr 3 French – Ms Raymonde
The students have been learning
about food, and have worked in
groups to design a new menu for
the canteen.

Ms Hayley’s
Highlights
There has been so much
going on this term; it is hard
to know which are my
favourite parts!
I enjoy seeing the students
in their book corners, and
wonderful to see such
enthusiasm for reading.
I enjoy seeing our students
becoming more and more
independent, and taking on
new challenges.
I have enjoyed hearing
about all the school trips,
and extra adventures we
have inspired.
I have enjoyed sharing
theatre with the students,
and welcoming a
Shakespeare Production to
the School.
I love the enthusiasm that
students show, and how
happy they are in school!
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